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Morphometry. WA Aherne and MS Dun-
nill. (Pp 205; illustrated; £19.95.) Edward
Arnold. 1982.

The aim of this book is to describe mor-
phometric methods as they are applicable
to light and electron microscopical exami-
nation of tissues, although one chapter in
fact deals with the estimation of the volume
of whole organs. The early chapters give a

good introduction to measurement and the
concepts of probability linked to geometry.
They deal in fairly simple terms with the
use of point counting methods for area
measurements and linear intercept
methods for lengths and surface areas.
Such topics as preparation of tissues and
care in sampling procedures are also well
covered. Later chapters deal with aspects
requiring a more mathematical approach in
which it was possible to lose one's way. A
chapter entitled "Historical Retrospect"
traces the development of morphometry.

Specific questions are addressed with
respect to morphometry of the nervous sys-
tem, muscle, blood vessels, and testis. It is
to be regretted, however, that a major area
of morphometry in histopathological prac-
tice, namely, that of bone, is totally neg-
lected. Only one reference from the bone
histomorphometry literature is included in
the whole book, and this is with respect to a

general point about the effects of varying
magnification on results obtained when
surface area measurements are being
made.
An appendix on statistical methods

promised to be helpful on analysing such
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Proteins of the Brain and CSF in Health
and Disease. Elizabeth R Einstein. (Pp
308; illustrated; $37J50.) Charles C
Thomas. 1982.
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Perhaps the local pathologist would
PA REVELL improve the overall position by recom-

mending this book to clinical colleagues for
their combined edification.
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0? Ciba hospitality, a cri de coeur or a pene-
MG RINSLER trating insight!
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